National practice patterns for immediate postoperative instillation of chemotherapy in nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer.
We assessed the use of intravesical postoperative chemotherapy among United States urologists in patients with nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer. A national sample of United States based urologists (259) retrospectively assessed their practice patterns involving intravesical postoperative chemotherapy after transurethral resection in patients with nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer. These urologists reviewed the medical records of their last 4 patients with nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer, and completed a case report form for specific demographic, pathological and treatment information. Selection criteria included the pathological and patient factors of histologically confirmed diagnosis of nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer-transitional cell carcinoma, completion of initial treatment plan with ongoing observation, candidate for or recipient of intravesical therapy, and no ongoing initial intravesical induction therapy. Overall the participation rate among those sampled was 61%. Of the 1,010 eligible patients with nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer 59.6% received instillation therapy during the initial treatment, of whom 28.4% (16.9% of patients overall) received intravesical postoperative chemotherapy. Primary, low risk patients most often received intravesical postoperative chemotherapy and 90.4% of the time patients received immediate instillation within 12 hours of surgery. However, of the urologists surveyed 66% never used intravesical postoperative chemotherapy, 17% used intravesical postoperative chemotherapy half (50%) of the time and only 2% used intravesical postoperative chemotherapy all (100%) of the time. Wide variation in the use of intravesical postoperative chemotherapy exists among urologists in the United States. The reason for the great diversity in the use of intravesical postoperative chemotherapy is speculative. However, physician awareness, physician bias, recurrence risk, and local pharmacy and hospital practice factors are all likely contributing factors.